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Fixed
Deposits

Key Features & Benefits
A) Attractive interest rates.

B) Senior citizens are entitled to an additional 1%
p.a on top of published interest rates.
C) Interest can be retrieved monthly, quarterly, biannually, annually or at maturity.
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Eligible deposit liabilities are insured with a
compensation up to a maximum of Rs.600,000
per depositor.
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Documents Needed
NIC copy
-Billing Proof
-Passport for foreign depositors
with residential visa.

A) Contacting the
relevant branch

B) Contacting our
hotline 0112 024 141
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market conditions,
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Complaint handling
procedure

All potential customers are invited

D) An instant loan up to a maximum of 80% of the
deposit.

Main terms & conditions

D) Minimum initial
deposit - Rs. 5,000/-

keep customer
informed of the action
promptly taken.

